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antarestech comAntares Vocal Processor AVP-1 (mid)Auto-Tune is a proprietary[2]audio processor made by Antares Audio
Technologies.. Sep 17, 2018 The story of Auto-Tune and its commercial rivals in pitch-correction and vocal design is part of a
wider phenomenon: the emergence of the voice as the prime area for artistic adventure.
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It can be heard in songs of the late 1990s and early 2000s Some notable examples are Gigi D'Agostino's 'La Passion' and Janet
Jackson's US Number 1 hit 'All For You'.. [4] Auto-Tune has become standard equipment in professional recording studios
[5]Auto-Tune was first created by Andy Hildebrand, an engineer working for Exxon.. This was the first major hit song to use
the software for this purpose At first the sound engineers claimed that they had used a vocoder, in what Sound on Sound said
was an attempt to keep a trade secret.. Auto-Tune became famous again in the mid-2000s when R&B singer T-Pain made active
use of it in his songs.
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Auto Tune On The Voice Tv Show YoutubeAuto-TuneDeveloper(s)Antares Audio TechnologiesInitial release1997 [1]Stable
releaseOperating systemMicrosoft Windows, Mac OS XTypePitch correctionLicenseProprietaryWebsitewww. Fantasy Grounds
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 [6] After the massive success of 'Believe', many artists copied the technique, which became known as the 'Cher Effect'.. [7]
This technique has been copied by many other modern R&B and pop artists, including Usher, Beyoncé, Rihanna, and Justin
Bieber.. Auto-Tune can be used as a plug-in for professional audio multi-tracking suites used in a studio setting, and as a stand-
alone, rack-mounted unit for live performance processing. Internet Explorer For Mac Develop
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Hildebrand developed methods for interpreting seismic data, and then realized that the technology could be used to detect,
analyze, and modify pitch.. Auto-Tune uses a ph vocoder to fix pitch in vocal and instrumental performances.. George Strait
frequently employs Auto-Tune or other forms of pitch correction to make his voice sound better in studio.. [3]Auto Tune Voice
Changer App for Singing Get ready for an extreme makeover of your voice.. 'Auto Tune Voice Changer App for Singing' is a
brand new 'voice recorder' on the app market that.. Its main purpose is to slightly bend sung pitches to the nearest true semitone
Auto-Tune can also be used as an effect to distort the human voice when pitch is raised/lowered a lot.. It's most noticeable on 'It
Just Comes Natural', where he flubs a note on the line 'tumbleweeds roll' and not even the Auto-Tune covers it up.. [3]In popular
music[change | change source]Auto-Tune was used for vocal effects on Cher's 'Believe', recorded in 1998. 34bbb28f04 تحميل اخر
اصدار للايفون 4 الارنب الصيني
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